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ESTHETICS OF IMPROVISATION 
IN TURKISH ART MUSIC 


By 
Karl Signell 


In Turkish classical music circles, every instrument- 
alist is judged by his ability to improvise. Alone and 
exposed during the solo taksim (improvisation), he must 
create an impromptu composition showing his own originality 
and flair for invention as well as correctly following the 
commonly understood guidelines for the stated makam (mode). 


The severest critics of a taksim are the performer's 
peers, his fellow musicians. Almost every improvisation is 
listened to with rapt attention; afterwards, out of ear-shot 
of the artist, comments are often freely aired. 


The musicians with whom I was associated were often 
articulate in detailing their comments about a particular 
taksim. Although technical virtuosity, style, and other 
qualities were occasionally mentioned, most judgements 
related to interpretation of the makam system. In giving 
examples of specific esthetic judgements, I will concentrate 
on what can be considered the five fundamental characteristics 
of the system: a) intervalic structure; b) tessitura; 
c) melodic progression; d) stereotyped phrases; and 3) modula- 
tion. 


The Turkish intervalic structure is a complex one and 
precise intonation is a common bone of contention among 
musicians. An artist will be criticized severely for con- 
fusing the microtonal inflections required by the various 
makam-s. Moreover, some classical performers have moon- 
lighting jobs in nightclubs and the distained "nightclub 
intonation" is sufficient grounds for dismissing a taksim by 
the purists. Musical example 1 shows the characteristic 
interval of the makam UMAK as played in the strictly 
classical style. Example 2 shows the same makam as played 
in the nightclub style; vote the enlargement of the 
characteristic interval. 
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Each makam has a distinctive seyir (progression). 
The careless or forgetful soloist will be called to task for 
emphasizing the tonal centers of the progression incorrectly 
or out of sequence. The makam PENgGAH should emphasize the 
fifth degree, but if one lingers just a bit too long around 
the third degree, the seyir resembles SAZKAR, a different 
makam. A noted ney (flute) player was chastised for a 
recorded improvisation of his in which precisely that mistake 
occurred. Example 3 shows the mistaken emphasis of the 
forgetful ney player and Example 


4 indicates the generally 
approved emphasis for PEN9GAH.3 


correct 
emphasized correct 
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Another fine distinction sometimes overlooked by the 
undisciplined performer is that of tessitura. Each makam 
has its own pitch level in relation to the other makam-s and 
woe to the unfortunate soloist who confuses two makam-s of 
similar structure but of different pitch levels. This type 
of distinction is exemplified by the relationship between 
the two makam-s HICAZKeR-KRD f and MUHAYYER-KtfRDI. Both 
have the same basic scale structure and both begin on their 
respective upper tonics. Because MUHAYYER-K!RDI is placed 
one whole step higher in tessitura than HICAZKAR-KtRDI, some 
subtle differences develop in the course of the melodic 
progression, often confused by lesser musicians. A kanun 
(zither) player was scoffed at for just such a blunder; his 
nominal makam was supposed to be MUHAYYER-KtJRDI (Example 5), 
but he merely rendered a ta sim in HICAZKAR-KURDI transposed 
up a step (also Example 5). 
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(nominal) played 


The three aspects of makam exposition mentioned thus 
far here--intonation, progression, and tessitura--can be 
mastered by almost any diligent student with sufficient 
instruction and application. The taksim also tests, however, 
the soloist's creative ability. Each makam has associated 
with it a stock of commonly recognized characteristic motives 
and phrases. If the artist belabors the cliches in his 
taksim, he will be yawned at but accepted. If he can produce 
an original motive or phrase of some succinctness and beauty, 
he will be applauded and shown respect by his peers, The 
greatest compliment is given, of course, when a musician 
borrows another's phrase for his own taksim. Familiar 
phrases often appear at cadential points; Example 6 is aq 
example of an original cadential phrase in the makam SEGAH, 
followed by a vocal 5composition which includes a familiar 
cliche (Example 7). 


6. non-cliche 7. cliche 
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.After 
the initial exposition of a given makam, the 


soloist is free to modulate to another makam if he so desires. 
There is a great deal of art involved, both in choosing the 
new makam and in accomplishing a smooth and convincing 
transition. The less inspired taksim may rely on a 
standardized modulation to an expected makam. Or, worse yet, 
remain stuck in the same makam throughout the entire 
improvisation. Example 8 illustrates an expected modulation. 
The home makam is ACEMAyIRAN, the modulation is to SABA. 
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8. ACEMIA•RAN SABA 


City Turks admire witticism in both speech and music. 
A modulation can be considered witty by taking an unexpected 
turn, logical in retrospect. In Example 9, a tanbur (long- 
necked lute) player daringly used the upper tonic of 
ACEMAPIRAN, f, as a pivot tone, It becomes the leading tone 
of the new makam, EVCRA.7 Musicians who heard this were 
generally ecstatic. 


9. ACEVMA IRA. - 
EVCARA 


Od Jig" if 


These five aspects of improvisation are not the only 
bases for making esthetic judgements. Tension and resolu- 
tion, well-proportioned phrases and sections, idiomatic 
exploitation of the instrument, and rhythmic interest are 
some of the other aspects that readily come to mind. Al- 
though there is not sufficient space here to define all 
these other qualities, their effect may be assessed by 
listening to an entire improvisation, a model taksim by a 
highly respected tanbur player.8 


FOOTNOTES 


1. For a detailed treatment of these five aspects of the 
makam structure, see my Makam: Modal Practice in Turkish 
Art Music (Providence: Asian Music Publications-, in 
press). 


2. For Ex. 1, hear the ney taksim on Turkey II (Bgrenreiter 
BM30L20, side 1); for Ex. 2, hear the opening clarinet 
taksim on How to Make Your Husband a Sultan (Melodi 2687, 
side 1). 
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3. For Ex. 3, hear the opening ney taksim on Music of the 
Mevlevi (Anthology AST-4003, side 1). PEN9GFI being a 
rare makam, the only recorded example I have is a tape 
in my private collection, dubbed from Radio Istanbul 
archives. 


4. HICAZKAR-KiRDi (also called KURDILI-HICAZKAR) can be heard on any number of recordings; it is an extremely 
popular makam. The mistaken kanun player is captured 
on a private tape in my collection, #TR-26, recorded 
at a concert of the Istanbul Conservatory Ensemble. 


5. Recorded at a live concert of Turkish classical music 
at the University of Washington; the tape is deposited 
in the Archives of Ethnic Music and Dance there. 


6. Hear the ney taksim on Acemairan Mevlevi Ayini (Ersak 
LP-201, side 1). 


7. From a private recording session at the Karatay Medrese, 
Konya, Dec. 1971. Tape in my collection, #TR-50. 


8. Hear Tanburt Necdet Yasar's improvisation, poor in 
recorded quality but rich in musical inventiveness, on 
Turkey II (Barenreiter BM30L2020, side 1i, track 4). 
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